Pluralistic ignorance, a well-documented socio-psychological conformity phenomenon, involves discrepancies between private attitude and public opinion in certain social contexts. However, continuous opinion dynamics models based on a bounded confidence assumption fail to accurately model pluralistic ignorance because they do not address scenarios in which non-conformists do not need to worry about holding and expressing conflicting opinions. Such scenarios reduce the power of continuous opinion dynamics models to explain why certain groups doubt or change their opinions in response to minority views. To simulate the effects of (a) private acceptance of informational social influence and (b) public compliance with normative social influence on pluralistic ignorance and minority influences, we have created an agent-based simulation model in which attitude and opinion respectively represent an agent's private and expressed thoughts. Results from a series of simulation experiments indicate model validity equal to or exceeding those of existing opinion dynamics models that are also based on the bounded confidence assumption, but with different dynamics and outcomes in terms of collective opinion and attitude. The results also support the use of our proposed model for computational social psychology applications.
As in the fable of "The Emperor's New Clothes", individual opinions and behaviors often clash with internal attitudes, values, beliefs, and morals ( Sekiguchi & Nakamaru 2011) . A common reason is that people are structurally embedded in tight social networks in which they influence one another (Putnam 2000) . In simple language, whenever someone does something, others believe they should follow suit, and when we respond to the actions of people we know, we tend to adjust our behaviors to meet their expectations and/or those of the greater society (Cialdini & Goldstein 2004) . There is a large social psychology literature on the tendency to alter one's opinions and behaviors due to real or imagined influences in order to conform to group behavior patterns or expectations (Aronson et al. 2007 ; Baron & Byrne 1991; Kiesler & Kiesler 1969 ).
1.2
The social influences underlying conformity motivation can be categorized as informational or normative (Cialdini & Goldstein 2004; Deutsch & Gerard 1955) . A simple example of informational social influence is a foreign traveler or immigrant carefully watching others to gather data on how to act properly in social situations. Informational social influence often leads to private acceptance -that is, belief in the accuracy of others' opinions and behaviors so that one's own internal attitudes and beliefs are altered (Allen 1965) . Normative social influence is associated with the desire to be accepted by others and to avoid exclusion (Deutsch & Gerard 1955) . Thus, even when individuals have preexisting views on certain issues, they are likely to adjust their opinions and behaviors based on the statements of other members of a group to avoid being labeled as dissidents. Many examples of normative social influence can be observed in daily life: teenagers are known to speak and act in ways that they would never do on their own or among strangers in order to comply with the perceived norms of their peers. Unlike informational social influence (which leads to private acceptance), normative social influence often results in public compliance involving simple changes in behaviors and opinions to fit with the perspectives of one's community, without changing one's internal attitudes or beliefs (Allen 1965 ).
1.3
Two core conformity studies illustrating the power of informational and normative social influences are Sherif's (1935 Sherif's ( , 1936 autokinetic experiments and Asch's (1955 Asch's ( , 1956 ) line experiment. Sherif demonstrated that in environments with high degrees of ambiguity, people tend to infer facts by referring to each other's judgments, resulting in private acceptance. Two decades later, Asch demonstrated that even in situations marked by clear differences in two opinions, individuals still tend to accept opinions that, on their own, they would consider wrong. As he observed,
The tendency to conform in our society is so strong that reasonably intelligent and well-meaning young people are willing to call white black. This is a matter of concern. It raises questions about our ways of education and about the values that guide our conduct. (1955) It is important to emphasize that Asch's experiments demonstrate that normative social influence leads to public compliance with a group's social norms, but not necessarily to private acceptance.
1.4
Ajzen and Fishbein's (1980) reasoned action and Festinger's (1957) cognitive dissonance are central theories in this area of research. Ajzen and Fishbein provide additional support for Asch's assertions regarding the significance of normative social influences. They found that predictions of overt behaviors are often determined by a combination of one's actual views and subjective social norms; accordingly, opinions and behaviors cannot be automatically assumed as reflecting an individual's actual views. Festinger observed that conflicting attitudes and behaviors produce significant psychological distress. To eliminate cognitive dissonance, individuals frequently change their internal attitudes to match their external behaviors. Behaviors are seldom modified to mitigate or eliminate cognitive dissonance because doing so implies the admission of mistakes -an action frequently perceived as intolerable.
1.5
Group norms exert strong influences on collective opinions regarding specific issues -influences that cannot be neglected even when the actual views of individuals remain unchanged (Janis 1982) . Pluralistic ignorance, [1] which occurs in groups dominated by powerful normative social influences, is an example of this phenomenon (Miller & McFarland 1987 , 1991 O'Gorman 1975 O'Gorman , 1986 Prentice & Miller 1993) . In the absence of public opposition, individuals who do not support or are undecided about a majority opinion may falsely assume that they are the only dissenters in their groups (O'Gorman 1975) . Under the influence of superficial consistency, they may choose or be coerced into conforming to their groups' opinions without realizing that many other group members also disagree with the majority opinion. In other words, their actual views are not affected by their groups' majority opinions. Radical changes to group opinion dynamics occur when opposing individuals assert their personal positions, thus creating competitive scenarios.
1.6
Pluralistic ignorance can be broken by minority influence [2] (Miller & McFarland 1987; Moscovici 1980; Sampson 1991) . For example, employees may complain internally about their employers' policies for many years, but never express their complaints publicly. When they do speak out, the accumulation of grievances can result in overly strong statements. Another example is a car accident scenario in which all witnesses fail to take action to rescue the victims; however, when the witnesses are uncertain about how to act, that is more an example of pluralistic ignorance than indifference. Such situations can immediately change when a single individual (known as the "expresser") takes action, giving the majority the courage to express their own true thoughts or the willingness to act.
1.7
Two examples of continuous opinion dynamics models [3] based on the bounded confidence assumption that fail to accurately model the pluralistic ignorance phenomenon are from Hegselmann-Krause (Hegselmann & Krause 2002) and Deffuant-Weisbuch (Deffuant et al. 2000) . Certain individuals use their personal opinions to decide whether or not to accept the views of others and to modify their own opinions accordingly. In such cases, opposing individuals in the same group may disregard the discrepancy between personal and majority opinions and maintain their own original opinions. This inhibits the development of superficial consistency in pluralistic ignorance. Further, a continuous opinion dynamics model with a bounded confidence assumption cannot simulate (a) the confusion of collective opinion dynamics, or (b) competition among diverse opinions resulting from a minority of opposing individuals asserting their personal opinions.
1.8
For this project we used attitudes and opinions as they are commonly applied in social simulation and psychology studies to represent the private and expressed thoughts of agents (Petty et al. 1997; Urbig 2003) . Attitude is defined as an agent's internal evaluation of events or objects that are not directly observed or perceived. Opinion refers to forms of agent expression, including utterances, emotions, and body language. To simulate the potential effects of informational and normative social influence on conformity, a single opinion attribute within a traditional continuous opinion dynamics model with a bounded confidence assumption was expanded to two attributesattitude and opinion -to reflect more complex and realistic collective attitude and opinion dynamics. We designed a series of simulation experiments to verify consistency between our proposed model and earlier continuous opinion dynamics models based on the bounded confidence assumption, as well as to reconfirm that group opinions and attitudes have different macro-level dynamics and outcomes. After reviewing the basic properties of our simulation model and discussing sensitivity analyses of two micro-level factors, we will review two issues considered important by sociologists to demonstrate our proposed model's value: pluralistic ignorance and minority influence. These applications demonstrate the model's potential utility for social simulations.
Attitude and Opinion Dynamics Model 2.1 Based on existing conformity research, we used a mix of reasoned action theory, cognitive dissonance theory, and commonly used bounded confidence assumptions to develop a novel continuous attitude and opinion dynamics model. [4] We believe this model is appropriate for use with single issues to explore ways that the private acceptance of informational social influence, and public compliance with normative social influence, affect opinion and attitude dynamics, as well as mutual influences between opinions and attitudes. By "single issues" we mean questions with quantifiable answers -for example, "Do you agree that the death penalty should be abolished?" "Do you agree that a new nuclear power plant should be built?" "What is your level of support for the current President?" or "How likely are you to purchase an iPad Mini or Samsung Note 8.0?"
2.2
As part of the first simulation stage, we constructed a two-dimensional N-by-N cellular automata [5] with Moore neighborhood and periodic boundary conditions to ensure that all cells had equal numbers of neighboring cells (Table 1) . Each cell in a cellular automata corresponds to one agent in a social network, and is connected to eight surrounding cells (neighboring agents) to form a small and tightly clustered group; 4-6 cells may overlap. A social network consists of N 2 cells and 4N 2 links between cells. green Refer to Eq. 2 Opinion spectrum threshold for private acceptance.
2.3
As shown in Table 1 , agents have three attributes: opinion op, attitude att, and uncertainty u -all expressed as real numbers between 0 and 1. Attitude att and opinion op both refer to an agent's view about a specific issue, with att representing the agent's actual view, and op the agent's view as expressed in the form of issue-related behaviors. If an agent's op or att value is very close to 1, then it is said to either possess a strongly positive internal attitude, or to express strong external behaviors regarding the issue. During the initialization stage of a simulation, an agent's op and att are set to the same random real number -that is, 0≤agent i .op=agent i .att=random(0,1)≤1, indicating that the agent's exhibited opinion and internal attitude are consistent. Uncertainty u adheres to the definition of a bounded confidence assumption in terms of the degree of affirmation regarding a particular issue. The closer u is to 0, the clearer and more affirmative the agent attitude regarding the issue, and the less likely the agent will be affected by others' opinions. In contrast, the closer u is to 1, the less clear the agent's attitude regarding the issue, and the more likely it will broadly adopt an external opinion. To meet the requirements of individual experiments, initial uncertainty u values can be identical for all agents, set as random numbers in the interval [0, 1], or initialized via random sampling from a given statistical distribution.
2.4
During each time step, all agents decide whether or not they will exchange opinions with neighboring agents based on surrounding public opinions, and then adjust their opinions and attitudes accordingly. As shown in the following pseudo-code, the process for updating an agent's opinion and attitude consists of four steps:
2.5
In
Step 1, individual agents use a K-means clustering algorithm (Hartigan & Wong 1979) to partition their neighbors into k groups (minimum 1, maximum 4). Since a Kmeans clustering algorithm requires the assignment of a group number k prior to execution, we used the mean square difference to identify the most appropriate g number of surrounding groups (Eq. 1).
(1)
2.6
Next, individual agents use g to determine the existence/non-existence of normative social influences within a group. Overly scattered neighboring agent opinions ( g > G) indicate that a mainstream group opinion has not yet been formed. Thus, an agent can freely exchange opinions with its neighbors within a scope based on the bounded confidence assumption (Step 4). However, if neighboring agents have already formed opinion subgroups (g ≤ G), that is an indication of concentrated opinion and public opinion pressure.
2.7
A G group threshold value of 1 indicates that unless a single dominant public opinion subgroup emerges around an agent (i.e., g ≤ 1), it can continue to freely exchange opinions with neighboring agents within the scope based on the bounded confidence assumption. A G value of 2 indicates that such opinions cannot be exchanged freely because one or two opinion subgroups have formed (i.e., g ≤ 2), therefore the agent must select one subgroup to serve as a reference for calculating public opinion magnitude. [6] In other words, a society with a smaller G value is considered more open to multiple opinions, with individuals freely choosing whether or not to exchange opinions with others. A society with a larger G value is considered more authoritarian.
2.8
We assumed that agents with high uncertainty levels (u > U) lack firm attitudes on specific issues, and therefore simply join the largest opinion subgroup (Step 2). Agents with lower uncertainty levels (u ≤ U) are assumed to have firm attitudes on issues, and therefore must be concurrently sensitive to their internal attitudes and external group norms when expressing their opinions. They must carefully select an opinion subgroup that is closest to their own attitudes when calculating public opinion magnitude and executing a corresponding strategy (Step 3).
In
Step 3, three factors (each expressed as a real number between 0 and 1) must be considered when calculating the public opinion magnitude of any subgroup: (a) the number of people in the opinion group, with larger numbers indicating higher public opinion magnitudes ( Figure 1a) ; (b) the consistency of opinions within a group, with greater consistency indicating higher public opinion magnitude ( Figure 1b) ; and (c) the difference between an agent's attitude and public opinion, with larger differences indicating higher public opinion magnitude (Figure 1c ). Public opinion magnitude O is calculated as the arithmetic mean of these three factors. The closer public opinion magnitude O is to 1, the greater the pressure on an agent to accept the group's opinion. After calculating O, agents decide whether or not to conform based on their uncertainty levels. Conformation determines whether or not this decision represents simple public compliance, or concurrent public and private acceptance.
2.10 A description of our proposed public opinion spectrum is given in Figure 2a . To simulate psychological mechanisms based on cognitive dissonance and self-perception theories, our model uses a public opinion spectrum with two thresholds, red and green, each expressed as a real number between 0 and 1, and with green ≤ red. The model determines both the potential for change in an agent's opinion and attitude, and the change mechanism based on relationships between public opinion magnitude O and the two spectrum thresholds. The public opinion spectrum is divided into three cases denoted by color: green (Case C), yellow (Case B), and red (Case A). The first case indicates a situation where public opinion magnitude O < green, in which the magnitude is too small to make an agent conform to the majority view in terms of either attitude or opinion. The second category indicates a case where green ≤ O < red, in which a medium public opinion magnitude is sufficient to make an agent change its opinion to follow that of the larger group. After changing its opinion, the agent also changes its attitude to match its new opinion in order to eliminate cognitive dissonance. In other words, the agent's opinion and attitude both move closer to public opinion -an example of the "private acceptance" concept in social psychology. The third (red) category indicates a case where red ≤ O, indicating an extremely large public opinion magnitude and sufficient external reasons for an agent to change its opinion but not its attitude -an example of the "public compliance" concept in social psychology. 2.11 Public opinion spectrums for each agent are determined by their uncertainty (u) values (Eq. 2). The green value is higher for agents with lower u, indicating that they are relatively certain of their views regarding the issue in question, and that their opinions will only change if public opinion magnitude experiences a significant increase. Regarding Case A scenarios, the red threshold for each agent is established as a fixed constant RED (Eq. 3). Calculations for the green and red thresholds are as follows:
2.12 As shown, when u = 0, then green=red=1 (Figure 2b ), indicating that the agent is very certain and insistent on maintaining its attitude -that is, its opinion and attitude will stay the same regardless of the size of the public opinion magnitude O. When 0 < u ≤ 1 − RED, then green=red=(1 − u) (Figure 2c ), indicating high agent certainty and strong insistence on maintaining its own attitude. In
Step 3, this type of agent has only two possible results: not change at all, or choose public compliance due to normative social influences. When 1 − RED < u ≤ RED, then 1 − RED ≤ green < RED and red = RED (Figure 2d ), indicating agreement between an agent's opinion and that held by the majority of all agents. Even if the agent insists on retaining its attitude to some degree, there is great potential for it to be affected by public opinion and to change its attitude. When the influence of public opinion is significantly strong, there is also more potential for the agent to choose public compliance. When RED < u < 1, then 0 < green < 1 − RED and red = RED (Figure 2e) , indicating a high level of agent uncertainty, lack of insistence on keeping its original attitude, and greater potential to be affected by public opinion and to change as a result. However, in cases where public opinion is extremely high, the result is that the agent fails to change its attitude, and fails to choose public compliance. When u = 1, then green = 0 and red = RED (Figure 2f ), indicating extreme agent uncertainty and the absence of any view regarding the issue being discussed. In such cases, any magnitude of public opinion will result in a complete change in agent attitude and opinion.
Comparison and Sensitivity Analysis 3.1 There are two situations in which it is unnecessary to distinguish between opinion and attitude attributes, or to compare opinion dynamics between our model and Hegselmann and Krause's (2002) HK model by manipulating threshold G: when informational social influence is the only factor under consideration, and when an agent's opinion exchange process completely conforms to a bounded confidence assumption. According to our model, normative social influence will not occur as long as G = 0, since surrounding neighbors form at least one group. As shown in Figure 3 , the opinion dynamics of our simplified model [7] (with a well-mixed agent population instead of the default and pre-established underlying cellular automata) are consistent with those of the HK model. In both, uncertainty is not assigned a fixed value, but gradually increases over simulation time steps (u=t/100). Also in both models, initial agent opinion values are evenly and randomly distributed between 0 and 1 when time step t = 0. As t increases, agent opinions gradually move toward the center and two extremes. However, when t = 20 or higher, agent opinions at the two extremes move toward the center as uncertainty u increases (u ≈ 0.2). When t = 40, all agent opinions become concentrated near the center of the opinion spectrum, thus forming a normal distribution of consistent opinions. Figure 3 . A comparison of simulation results generated by our proposed model and Hegselmann and Krause's (2002) HK model. X-axes represent opinion value. In our proposed model, the x-axis opinion spectrum is divided into 50 intervals between 0 and 1 (i.e., each interval has a value of 0.02). The HK model spectrum is divided into 100 intervals (i.e., 0.01 each). Y-axes denote time steps from 0 to 40, z-axes the probability distribution of opinions.
3.2
To determine the influences of uncertainty factor u, we assigned G a value of 2. This is the equivalent of a real-life scenario in which an agent chooses between two opinion groups on a specific issue. In Eq. 3, the default RED value for the red threshold of the opinion spectrum is 0.6 -that is, a public opinion value exceeding 0.6 gives an agent sufficient external justification to comply with that opinion (Table 1) . To compare differences between attitude and opinion, the initial values for both micro-level attributes are considered equal (i.e., cognitively consistent).
3.3
We observed three types of attitude and opinion dynamics based on three uncertainty scenarios: low (0 ≤ u ≤ 0.4), medium (0.4 < u ≤ 0.8), and high (0.8 < u ≤ 1). For the sake of simplicity, but without loss of generality of sensitivity, the uncertainty u values of all agents were initialized with very similar or identical values for later sensitivity analysis experiments. In the first scenario, the red and green thresholds are assigned the same 1 − u value (Eqs. 2 and 3) -the smaller the u, the longer the green section and the shorter the red section in the public opinion spectrum (Figures 2b and 2c) . Since an agent's public compliance requires a high public opinion magnitude, we assumed that the attitude and opinion dynamics simulated by our proposed model would not produce large discrepancies at low uncertainty levels. As shown in Figure 4a , we observed less than 10 (1.6%) instances of public compliance out of 576 (N 2 ) agent opinion update processes during each time step; those we observed occurred at higher u values. Using our proposed model, we found that this scarcity of public compliance resulted in zero gaps between opinion and attitude dynamics. As shown in Figure 4b , few discrepancies were found between the standard deviations of the two types.
3.4
According to the results shown in Figure 4 , if policymakers were to adopt our proposed model to simulate opinion and attitude dynamics for an issue in which people have low degrees of uncertainty, they would observe that the vast majority were affected by informational social influences to change their expressed opinions and inner attitudes (i.e., private acceptance). A handful would be affected by normative social influences to change their expressed opinions, but would not change their inner attitudes (i.e., public compliance) (Figure 4a) . Furthermore, the final simulation results would indicate only slight differences in the agents' inner attitudes and expressed opinions -that is, they would be virtually identical (Figure 4b) . Thus, for a specific issue in which individuals have low degrees of uncertainty, policymakers could assume that the opinion dynamics of all agents in our proposed model were consistent with their attitude dynamics. 3.5 At a medium uncertainty level, the green threshold is assigned a value of 1 − u (Eq. 2) and the red threshold a RED default value (Eq. 3). This means that each agent's opinion spectrum contains its own red, yellow, and green sections, with the yellow sections lengthening and green sections shortening as uncertainty u increases ( Figures  2d and 2e) . In short, the higher the level of uncertainty, the more likely an agent will engage in private acceptance, but when public opinion magnitude exceeds the red threshold, the agent will always choose public compliance. The likelihoods of both public compliance and private acceptance are high in cases of medium uncertainty. Discrepancies between opinion and attitude dynamics are easily observed in these environments.
3.6
The results shown in Figures 5 and 6 indicate that even if all agents have the same initial attitude and opinion settings, during the simulation process they will have different dynamics and outcomes. The main similarity between opinion and attitude dynamics is that both are initially concentrated toward the middle of the opinion spectrum when time step t is between 1 and 10 ( Figure 5 ); the biggest difference occurs during the later stages, when opinion clearly becomes more concentrated than attitude ( Figure 6 ). We applied a standard deviation equation to quantify the range of opinion and attitude dynamics at each time step. As shown in Figure 7a , when the u uncertainty values of all agents were assigned a uniform value of 0.5 during the initialization stage, the standard deviations of opinion and attitude dynamics were 0.0867 and 0.1304, respectively, during the final simulation stage (time step t ≥ 10) -that is, opinion dynamics were more concentrated than attitude dynamics. 
3.7
Opinion dynamics show dispersed distributions prior to the tenth time step, indicating that agents are likely to be surrounded by more than two opinion groups (Figure 7b ). In such cases, informational social influence prevails and opinions can be exchanged freely. Over ongoing exchanges, group opinions sharply converge after the tenth time step, and the number of opinion groups sharply decreases. In most cases, when the number of surrounding opinion groups falls to 2 or 1, the amount of normative social influence sharply increases (Figure 7c ).
3.8
When opinions move toward the center of opinion spaces and only two clusters (g = 2) remain, normative social influence starts to force group members toward the center. However, clusters stop moving toward each other, resulting in coexistence between formerly competing clusters. Note that the two cluster centers in Figures 7d and 7e are slightly closer to 0 and 1.
3.9
Our simulation results are similar to real-life scenarios in which individuals hold customary views on specific issues that have been discussed over a period of time. When they express opinions in a group setting, they often take social norms into consideration, even if they are not in complete agreement. For most people, no major differences exist between the two, therefore their opinions gravitate toward public opinion. For example, in many elections the majority of centrist voters do not take strong political stances, which is similar to the discussion and simulation experiments we discussed in an earlier section. To a certain degree our simulation results demonstrate pluralistic ignorance -that is, even though group members appear to express consistent opinions or behaviors, they may not necessarily share the same private attitudes (Figures 5 and 6) . 3.10 When facing public opinion pressure, agents with high degrees of uncertainty do not calculate public opinion magnitude (i.e., agent i .u > U), but follow the opinion that has the largest number of supporters (
Step 2) -in other words, attitudes and opinions move in the same direction with no discrepancies. According to these three uncertainty levels, the greatest discrepancy between attitude dynamics and opinion dynamics occurs when the population in question has a medium level of uncertainty.
3.11 Our simulation results are consistent with real-life scenarios. Imagine a society of individuals with no personal opinions who believe whatever they hear -in other words, their only rule is to follow the actions of others, therefore no discrepancies exist between their attitudes and opinions. In contrast, it would be difficult to formulate public opinion in a society where most individuals do not follow others' opinions, since any localized public opinion would be insufficiently strong to encourage self-confident individuals to comply, as opposed to expressing their attitudes openly and directly. Societies often exist at a medium level of uncertainty, with minorities capable of comprehending complex issues or handling ambiguity. The majority have their own ideas, but are neither certain nor confident about them. When there is no obvious pressure to follow public opinion, individuals in societies marked by medium levels of uncertainty may voluntarily exchange ideas with others and determine how much they want to integrate others' opinions into their own. However, when strong pressure exists to follow public opinion, most people choose public compliance over private acceptance -a common occurrence in daily life.
Pluralistic Ignorance and Minority Influence in Sociological Simulations 4.1 In this section we will discuss the potential value and applications of our proposed model in terms of pluralistic ignorance and minority influence. Real-world newcomers tend to comply with existing norms and group consensus, even though they do not fully agree with them. To observe the effects of a small number of newcomers on an opinion group that has already achieved consensus on a specific issue, we randomly selected 7 (≈1%) agents from a two-dimensional cellular automata and reset them so that their opinions and attitudes were assigned the same random real number. Uncertainties were assigned according to random sampling from a normal distribution with a mean of 0.5 and standard deviation of 0.025. The opinion exchange process was then restarted (time step t = 0) (Figures 8a and 8b ).
4.2
Newcomers in such scenarios were likely to comply with public opinion, since they were dealing with group norms that had already been established. When the model regained stability, the opinion dispersal level did not change (Figure 8a ), and the attitude dispersal level increased slightly (Figure 8b ). After multiple iterations, opinion dispersal increased slightly and then stopped (Figure 9a ), while attitude dispersal continued to increase over time (Figure 9b ). In other words, a growing number of group members were identified as holding different opinions from what they expressed publicly. However, in light of their neighbors' expressions of support, these individuals still maintained public conformity, meaning that the degree of pluralistic ignorance remained unchanged. In the previous simulation experiment, it was important to ensure that two newcomers with similar views were never situated as neighbors, since that might increase the potential for resisting compliance with public opinion, for establishing small opinion clusters, and for increasing opinion dispersal.
4.3
In societies marked by pluralistic ignorance, individuals may decide to tolerate the status quo because they do not see others taking action. The appearance of only one individual who is willing to speak out has the potential to create a viable structure for public complaints. These initiators disrupt group homogeneity, thus supporting the decisions of others to overcome pluralistic ignorance. Results from a simulation of this type of scenario are shown in Figure 10 . We initially assumed that most agents had an opinion value of 0.9 and attitude value of 0.5, and that approximately 1% of all agents ("pioneers") had 0.5 opinion and 0.5 attitude values. We expected that in the absence of these pioneers, all newcomer agents would be surrounded by neighbors with 0.9 opinion values, and therefore continue to conform to public opinion; this would result in ongoing discrepancies between opinion and attitude. However, if a small number of pioneers start to express their shared opinion, their surrounding neighbors are likely to follow them because the opinions of the pioneers and their neighbors are similar. Such a chain reaction supports the overturning of group opinion within a short time period. As shown, it only takes one individual to break group homogeneity and to exert disproportionate influence. This phenomenon is difficult to explain when observations are limited to expressed opinions and behaviors.
4.4
There are many real life examples of minority influence that do not involve pluralistic ignorance, including environmental, human rights, and women's rights activism. To demonstrate how a minority view can influence the majority, we conducted a what-if experiment [8] in which the opinion group's threshold G = 0 -that is, members of a society are completely free to discuss ideas because no normative social influence exists. In such cases, all opinions can be considered as long as they sit within the public's confidence bounds; as ideas are exchanged, the public is gradually influenced by extremist views. In contrast, the presence of a two-dimensional cellular automata means that minority viewpoints must be disseminated one-by-one, resulting in a slow change process (Figure 11a ) and increasing the importance of minority access to media (Figure 11b ). In the extreme example shown in Figure 11b , a dictator or small number of politicians can control public opinion by controlling the media (Figure 12 ) -that is, by disseminating ideas beneficial to their regimes, and banning all public discussion of sensitive issues in an effort to prevent the formation of a collective opinion. 
Conclusion

5.1
We incorporated public compliance with normative social influence into a continuous opinion dynamics model with a bounded confidence assumption to explore collective opinion and attitude dynamics. According to our simulation results, if a small number of newcomers are added to a group in which a consensus has already been achieved, and the newcomers' initial opinions and attitudes are randomly distributed, most of the newcomers will choose public compliance due to the magnitude of public opinion. Consequently, all group members will express identical opinions, but their attitudes may not be identical. Attitudes will become more scattered as the process is repeated, even if opinion homogeneity remains stable -that is, the degree of pluralistic ignorance will remain unchanged. If most people have the same attitude, a small number of individuals whose opinions are the same as the general public's may cause group opinion to be overturned.
5.2
In our proposed simulation model, when normative social influence exists and when opinion and attitude values are equal, it is very difficult for individuals with a minority view to change public opinion. However, we acknowledge that in the real world there are many examples in which a small number of individuals have successfully influenced public opinion, therefore we conducted a what-if experiment that allowed for public opinion to be affected by a minority viewpoint -that is, permitting all individuals to openly discuss their opinions, and controlling the media so as to disseminate ideas beneficial to the minority.
5.3
Future researchers may be interested in assessing the effects of different topologies of underlying interaction networks on our proposed attitude and opinion dynamics model for simulating the more advanced phenomena of normative social influence and public compliance. Cellular automata, which represent the spatial and temporal structure of society as well as high degree of clustering, provide a solid foundation as the underlying interaction network of our proposed model. However, in recent years, many social network scientists have argued that real-world human interaction networks are similar to scale-free networks, with the small-world characteristics of low degree of separation, high degree of clustering, and power-law connectivity distribution, rather than network models based on a well-mixed population assumption. Therefore, assessing the effects of different theoretical social network topologies on our proposed model is an important task requiring a detailed review of the literature.
